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COMBINATION GAME AND PUZZLE BOARD 
APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

In the ?elds of games and puzzles, the desiderata’ are ver 
satility in use without loss of inherent attraction and‘educa 
tional value. Versatility includes use by different numbers of 
players or users, capability of being employed in the play of 
many different games and puzzles, and inherent attraction to 
many widely different age groups. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, it is an important object of the present inven 
tion to provide an educational-entertainment device which is 
extremely versatile in use, being capable of use as a game by 
two, three or four players, and as a puzzle by individuals, being 
highly attractive to persons of all ages, and capable of employ 
ment in many varied puzzles and games, so as to ?nd absorb 
ing utilization for continuous hours. 

It is still another object of the present invention to provide a 
game-puzzle device which serves to develop the user’s ability 
to plan ahead, and to enhance the user’s memory capacity, all 
while being highly entertaining to the user. 

It is still a further object of the present invention to provide 
an educational-entertainment device having the advantageous 
characteristics mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, which 
is extremely simple instructure, capable of economic mass 
production for sale at a reasonable price, and adapted for 
trouble-free employment throughout a long useful life. 

Other objects of the present invention will become apparent 
upon reading the following speci?cation and referring to the 
accompanying drawings, which form a material part of this 
disclosure. 2 

The invention accordingly consists in the features of con 
struction, combinations of elements, and arrangements of 
parts, which will be exempli?ed in the construction 
hereinafter described, and of which the scope will be indicated 
by the appended claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a top perspective view showing a device of the 
present invention, partially exploded to illustrate interior con 
struction. ' ' ' 

FIG. 2 is a top perspective view showing the device of FIG. 
I in its assembled condition. 
FIG. 3 is a top plan view illustrating a plurality of playing 

pieces for use in the instant invention. 
FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic plan view showing the playing 

board of the present invention just prior to the start of play. 
FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic plan view similar to FIG. 4, but il 

lustrating a slightly later stage in use of the device. 
FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic plan view similar to FIGS. 4 and 5, 

but illustrating still a later stage in use of the device. 
FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic plan view showing another type of 

utilization of the device. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

Referring now more particularly to the drawings, and 
speci?cally to FIG. 2 thereof, a game-puzzle device of the 
present invention is there generally designated 10, and in 
cludes a board 11, which may be generally ?at, and of substan 
tially rectangular outline con?guration. 
As best seen in FIG. 1, the board 11 may be composed of a 

substantially flat, generally rectangular lower layer or sheet 
12, and a plurality of elongate barlike spacer members or 
strips 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18. The spacer strips 13-18 may 
all be of substantially identical, generally rectangular cross 
sectional con?guration, constant throughout their length, and 
arranged in generally parallel, side by side, spaced relation on 
the upper surface of lower sheet 12. As best seen in FIG. 1, the 
substantially identical spacer members or strips 13-18 are 
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each coextensive in length with the lower sheet 12, equally 
laterally spaced on the lower sheet, and suitably ?xed thereto, 
as by adhesive or other suitable fastening means. The outer 
most spacer strips 13 and 18 may have their outer side edges 
substantially ?ush with the adjacent side edges of the lower 
sheet 12, while the remaining spacer members or strips 14-17 
are located in equally spaced relation intermediate the outer 
strips. It will therefore be appreciated that the spacer strips 
13-18 combine with the lower sheet 12 to de?ne in the spaces 
between‘ adjacent pairs of strips a plurality of open ended, 
parallel spaced grooves or passageways, as at 20, 21, 22, 23 
and 24. That is, the passageways 20-24 are each of equal 
length, being coextensive and having their opposite ends open, 
the passageway 20 being located between the spacer strips 13 
and 14, the passageway 21 being located between the spacer 
strips 14 and 15, the passageway 22 being located between the 
spacer strips 15 and 16, the passageway 23 being located 
between the spacer strips 16 and 17, and the passageway 24 
being located between the spacer strips 17 and 18. 

In addition, the board 11 includes a generally rectangular, 
substantially ?at upper layer, member or sheet 26 resting con 
formably on the upper surfaces of the spacer strips 13-18. 
That is, the upper sheet 26 is of a generally rectangular outline 
con?guration, substantially conforming to that of the lower 
sheet 12, and arranged in spacedly superposed generally con 
gruent relation with respect to the latter. Suitable securing 
means may be employed to ?x the upper sheet 26 in position 
on the spacer bars or strips 13-18. It will now be appreciated 
that the passageways 20-24 may be considered as subsurface 
passageways, being spaced below the upper surface 27, and 
having their upper sides effectively covered over by the upper 
sheet 26. 
More speci?cally, the upper sheet 26 is formed with a plu 

rality of through apertures arranged in generally parallel rows. 
More speci?cally, a generally straight row of through aper 
tures 30 is formed in the upper sheet 26 located over and 
opening downwardly into the subsurface passageway 20. 
Similarly, a row of through apertures 31 is located in align 
ment with and over the passageway 21, opening downwardly 
into the latter, while a row of through apertures 32 is formed 
in the upper'sheet 26 opening downwardly therethrough into 
the passageway 22, a row of through apertures 33 being 
formed in the upper sheet 26, and opening downwardly 
therethrough into the passageway 23, while an additional row 
of through apertures 34 is located'in alignment with and over 
the passageway 24, opening downwardly for communication 
with the latter passageway. For purposes of illustration and 
without limiting intent, the number of apertures 30, 31, 32, 33 
and 34 in each row is the same and the apertures are in respec~ 
tive lateral alignment with each other. Thus, in addition to the 
rows of apertures 30-34 each in alignment with a respective 
passageway 20-24, the apertures may be considered as ar 
ranged in lateral rows extending transversely of the 
passageways, each aperture row including an aperture 30, 
aperture 31, aperture 32, aperture 33 and aperture 34. 

Considering the. upper sheet 26 in greater detail, it is 
preferred that the apertures 30-34 each be of a diameter or 
dimension longitudinally of its row of like numbered apertures 
substantially equal to the upper sheet space intermediate an 
adjacent pair of apertures in the row. That is, the apertures 
30-34 of each like numbered row of apertures are equally 
spaced and of a spacing approximately equal to the aperture 
dimension longitudinally of the row. 
As seen in the assembled view of FIG. 2, the passageways 

20-24 each has its opposite ends opening through opposite 
‘ edges of the board 11. Further, adjacent to the opposite end 
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openings of each passageway 20-24, the upper sheet 26 is cut 
away, as at 36, 37, 38, 39 and 40. In particular, the upper 
sheet 26 is provided with a pair of cutouts 36 at opposite open 
ends of the passageway 20, communicating downwardly 
through the upper sheet into the passageway. Similarly, the 
edge cutouts 37 in the upper sheet 26 communicate 
downwardly therethrough into the end regions of passageway 
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21, while the edge cutouts 38 communicate downwardly 
through sheet 26 into the end regions of passageway 22, the 
edge cutouts 39 communicating downwardly through sheet 26 
into end regions of passageway 23, and cutouts 40 commu 
nicating downwardly through sheet 26 into end regions of 
passageway 24. The cutouts 36-40 are con?gured and located 
adjacent to endmost apertures 30-34, being spaced therefrom 
a distance approximately equal to the interaperture spacing of 
the like numbered apertures. For example, the interaperture 
spaces, as at 41, between adjacent pairs of apertures 30 are of 
a dimension longitudinally of the row of apertures 30 substan 
tially equal to the spacing between the endmost apertures 30 
and the adjacent cutouts 36. Thus, the sheet regions 42 each 
located between a respective cutout 36 and the adjacent aper 
ture 30 is of a dimension longitudinally of the row of apertures 
30 approximately equal to the like dimension of the apertures 
30 and the interaperture spaces or upper sheet regions 41. 
Thus, the notches or edge cutouts 36-40 are each spaced from 
its adjacent aperture 30-34, respectively, a distance equal to 
the interaperture spacing between the apertures of each like 
numbered row of apertures. 

In addition to the above-described board structure 11, the 
instant educational and entertainment device 10 includes a 
plurality of playing pieces, such as elongate planks or bar 
shaped members, one being shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 and there 
generally designated 45, A plurality of such barlike playing 
pieces 45 are included in the device 10, and shown in plan 
view in FIG. 3, certain of said playing pieces there being 
designated 46 and other of said playing pieces there being 
designated 47. Each of the playing pieces 45 and 46 is subdi— 
vided on one longitudinal face into a plurality, namely four, of 
generally rectangular segments, which segments are illustrated 
as generally square and characteristically marked, as by dif 
ferent coloring, shown herein by appropriate symbols. Thus, 
each four-segment playing piece 45 and 46 is arranged with its 
segments in a row longitudinally of the playing piece, the seg 
ments each having an equal dimension longitudinally of the 
playing piece, which dimension is equal to the hereinbefore 
discussed dimensions of apertures 30-34 and interaperture 
spaces longitudinally of the respective aperture rows. 
The plurality of playing pieces 47 are similar to the playing 

pieces 46, but of lesser length, and subdivided on one longitu 
dinal face into three generally square segments having charac 
teristic markings, say different colors. The segments of the 
playing pieces 47 are arranged in a row longitudinally of the 
respective playing piece, and each is of a dimension longitu 
dinally of the playing piece equal to the hereinbefore 
discussed dimension of apertures 30-34 and interaperture re 
gions longitudinally of the rows of like numbered apertures. 
Hence, the playing pieces 47 may be essentially similar to the 
playing pieces 46, but may constitute substantially three 
fourths of one of the latter. While playing pieces 45, 46 and 47 
are illustrated as being of four-segment and three-segment 
lengths, there may be provided other segment lengths, if 
desired. ' 

The playing pieces 45, 46 and 47 are all of the same general 
cross section, adapted to conformably slide into a selected one 
of the passageways 20-24. Further, upon such insertion of a 
playing piece, successive segments are exposed through an 
upper sheet opening 36-40, and concealed beneath an in 
teropening upper sheet region. As best seen in FIGS. 1 and 2, 
the elongate barlike playing member or plank 45 has its inner 
most end segment of orange exposed through the endmost 
aperture 33, and the next adjacent segment of brown is con 
cealed beneath the sheet region between end aperture 33 and 
adjacent edge cutout 39. 

This operation is best illustrated in the diagrammatic 
representations of FIGS. 4, S and 6. A three-segment playing 
piece 48 is shown in FIG. 4 preparatory to insertion into one 
end of the passageway 23, as in the direction of arrow 50. In 
FIG. 5 the playing piece 48 has been fully inserted, such that 
its trailing end edge is generally flush with the edge cutout 39. 
In this condition the middle or intermediate segment of play 
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4 
ing piece 48, characteristically marked in blue, is exposed 
through the endmost aperture 33, while the end segments are 
concealed beneath sheet regions on opposite sides of the ex 
posing aperture. An additional three-segment playing piece 51 
is shown in FIG. 5, preparatory to endwise insertion, as in the 
direction of arrow 52, into passageway 23 serving to displace 
the previously inserted playing piece 48. The fully inserted 
condition of playing piece 51 is shown in FIG. 6. It will there 
be apparent that the ?rst inserted playing piece 48 has been 
shifted rightward to conceal the previously exposed inter 
mediate segment beneath an interaperture region, and expose 
both the leading end segment marked in orange and the trail 
ing end segment marked in green, through the third and 
second apertures, respectively, counting from the end of inser 
tion. Further, the last inserted playing piece 51 occupies the 
space previously occupied by the first inserted playing piece 
48, having its trailing end substantially ?ush with the edge cu 
tout 39, so that the middle or intermediate segment marked in 
yellow is exposed through the endmost aperture 33 adjacent 
to the end of insertion, while the end segments are concealed 
beneath upper sheet regions on opposite sides of the exposing 
aperture. 
As a game, for two, three or four players of all ages, the in 

stant'device has proved thoroughly fascinating, serving to im 
prove planning and memory skills. Such a game may have as 
its object to produce a speci?ed pattern of markings or 
colored spots exposed through the apertures 30-34. For ex 
ample, a game may be played by each player initially choosing 
one of the four colors shown symbolically. With all playing 
pieces or planks face down, each player may take two of the 
longer planks and three of the shorter planks, placing them 
face up in front of him. Players then take turns inserting 
planks into slots or passageways, the ?rst player inserting any 
one of his planks or playing pieces into any one of the 
passageways. The playing pieces can be inserted in any of the 
passageways. The playing pieces can be inserted in any of the 
passageway end openings, and should always be fully inserted 
so that the trailing end of the inserted plank is flush with the 
cutout edge of the passageway and no part of the playing piece 
is left exposed outside of the passageway. After inserting a 
selected playing piece, a player takes any face-down playing 
piece and adds it to his unplayed playing pieces, it then being 
the next player’s turn to insert a playing piece and take a face 
down playing piece. 

If insertion of a playing piece in any passageway opening 
should push a playing piece fully or partly out of the opposite 
passageway end, the player causing such action removes the 
pushed out playing piece and keeps it in front of him. The 
players continue taking turns in the above manner. When the 
face-down playing pieces are exhausted, play continues and if 
any player runs out of playing pieces he must drop out of the 
game. If at any time three spots of the same color appear in a 
row or series (either across, down or diagonally) the player 
who chose that color wins the game. None of the playing 
pieces can be showing outside of the passageways. The game 
can be made more challenging by requiring that four spots or 
characteristic markings in a row appear to win. 
Of course, other rules may be employed to play other games 

with the same apparatus, and the device may be ad 
vantageously utilized for solitary play as a puzzle, the player 
attempting to produce certain predetennined patterns of 
markings, say as shown in FIG. 7, or otherwise. Here again, no 
playing pieces may be left showing outside of the passageways. 
From the foregoing, it is seen that the present invention pro 

vides an educational and entertainment device which fully ac 
complishes its intended objects and is well adapted to meet 
practical conditions of manufacture, distribution and use. 
Although the present invention has been described in some 

detail by way of illustration and example for purposes of clari 
ty of understanding, it is understood that certain changes and 
modi?cations may be made within the spirit of the invention. 
What I claim is: 
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1, An educational-entertainment device comprising a board 
having a playing surface, said board being provided with a plu 
rality of laterally spaced subsurface passageways each opening 
at opposite ends through spaced regions of said board, there 
being a row of spaced apertures formed in said playing surface 
over each of said passageways and opening downwardly 
thereto, and a plurality of separate elongate playing pieces 
selectively slidable in said passageways, said playing pieces 
being longer than the space between adjacent apertures for 
partial exposure through at least one aperture and partial con 
cealment beneath at least one interaperture space, said play 
ing pieces being subdivided into characteristically marked seg 
ments for exposure and concealment according to position in 
a passageway. 

2. An educational-entertainment device according to claim 
1, said apertures and said interaperture spaces being of sub 
stantially the same dimensions longitudinally of the row, for 
substantially equal exposure and concealment through an ad 
jacent pair of aperture and interaperture space. 

3. An educational-entertainment device according to claim 
1, said characteristically marked segments being of substan 
tially equal sizes. 

4. An educational-entertainment device according to claim 
3, said apertures and said interaperture spaces being of sub 
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6 
stantially equal dimensions longitudinally of the row and of 
longitudinal dimensions substantially equal to the longitudinal 
dimensions of said characteristically marked segments, for 
concealment and exposure of successive segments, respective 
ly. 

5. An educational-entertainment device according to claim 
4, said playing pieces being subdivided into at least three 
characteristically marked segments, and said passageways 
each being of a length adapted to completely receive at least 
two of said three-segment playing pieces. 

6. An educational-entertainment device according to claim 
5, the characteristic markings of said segments being different 
colors. 

7. An educational-entertainment device according to claim 
4, said passageway ends opening through opposite edges of 
said board, and said playing surface being formed with edge 
cutouts opening downwardly into the end regions of each 
passageway for ?nger access thereto. 

8. An educational-entertainment device according to claim 
7, the apertures of adjacent rows being in alignment with each 
other laterally of the rows to de?ne a generally rectangular 
con?guration of apertures. 


